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Abstract—   The detection of LPG leakage using gas sensor is 

developed in this project.  LPG gas sensor is interfaced with 

Node- MCU .  The sensor signal will be transferred to Node-

MCU microcontroller.   The microcontroller which has IOT 

module (ESP8266) is connected to a LED and Buzzer.   Wi-Fi 

module is connected to the microcontrollers.  The data acquired 

is shared to the website.  The buzzer starts to sound when the gas 

leakage is detected.   An SMS or Email will be triggered.  Then a 

Servo motor will drop to 120 degree and closes the gas valve so 

that the leakage will be stopped and that controls action taken 

by the microcontroller 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

The Internet of Things (IOT) could also be a quickly 

developing innovation in Ventures.  IoT is reason for Industry 

turn of events.   The improvement of home computerization 

has gotten obligatory in places where individuals are 

progressing themselves to the keen home ideas.  Gas Spillages 

in open or shut territories can support be deadly.  Locator 

frameworks for gas spillage didn't caution the individuals 

when the gas gets spilled [1].  IoT innovation will  absolutely 

will advise the proprietor by sending instant messages and 

email.  It can even caution them by phone.  It is the ability to 

anticipate unsafe circumstance so individuals might be made 

mindful before by performing information examination on 

sensor readings [2].  Arduino microcontroller is utilized as a 

controller to handle the spillage of LPG gas sensor.  Gas 

spillage location is not only significant yet halting spillage is 

similarly most essential gas sensor interfacing with Arduino is 

actualized as far at this point.  Arduino Microcontroller gets 

the Sign from the sensor. [3].   Equipment Segments like 

LCD, Ringer and ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module is associated with 

Arduino. 

 

This project IOT LPG leakage detector and controller project 

is implemented using an ESP8266 chip.  The utilization of 

Arduino is expensive and bulk in size and also the 

connections are complicated.  Here our project aims to beat 

these issues by using Node MCU and connections are made 

simple and price efficient. 

II   . PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The aim in most of detection of gas sensor is to create 
connections simpler and to be cost efficient.  The leakage of 
gas which is that the input to the sensor and also the output of 
sensor (mQ4) is given because the analog input to the Node 
MCU and it makes LED glow and buzzer sounds.  The 
opposite function of Node-MCU is to trigger the message to 
the web site which can send an e- mail and SMS to the 
person.  The proposed diagram is given in Block Diagram 
 

 

                                                  

 
 

Figure.1 Block Diagram 

 
 

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
 

A. NODE-MCU MICROCONTROLLER 
 

Node-MCUv3 might be an advancement board which runs 

on the ESP8266 with the Non-operating system SDK, and 

equipment upheld the ESP-12 module.  The gadget highlights 

with 4MB of nonvolatile stockpiling, 80MHz of framework 

clock, around 50k of usable RAM and a chip Wi-Fi 

Transceiver.  
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 Figure 2 Node-MCU Microcontroller 

B. ESP8266 

 
The ESP8266 could likewise be a Wi-Fi microchip with TCP/IP 

stack and microcontroller. This little module permits 

microcontrollers interfaces with Wi-Fi system and make 

TCP/IP associations utilizing Hayes-style orders. Processor:  

L106 32-piece RISC microchip upheld Tensilica  Extensa Jewel 

Standard 106Micro running at 80 MHz'su7p 
. 

C. MQ4 GASSENSOR 
 

MQ arrangement sensors utilized as a tiny low warmer inside 

an electro substance sensor that is to live unique sensibly gases 

mixes.   MQ4 model must be given stable 5v and it need least 

of 150mA.    

 
           Figure 3 MQ4-Gas sensor 

 

D. BUZZER 
 
Buzzer is an audio signal device which is used for alerting.  
The major uses of buzzer included alarm devices, timers etc. 

                                    
                                                  Figure 4 Buzzer 

E. SERVOMOTOR 

 
A servo engine is a gadget which may push and pivot an article 

with an incredible accuracy. On the off chance that you might 
want to turn and item at some particular edges or separation, at 
that point you use servo engine. it's produced using 
straightforward engine which go through servo component.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure  4. Servomotor coupled with Gas Valve 

 

IV.SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

A.  Arduino IDE 

Arduino may be an open-source gadgets stage utilized both in 

equipment and programming the Arduino coordinated 

advancement condition (IDE) might be a different OS 

application  that is acclimated compose counterfeit language 

java and transfer projects to Arduino board.  The ASCII  

record  with the overall population.  Arduino ide additionally 

underpins dialects like C and CPP utilizing unique principles 

of program code.  The Arduino  ide has inbuilt a product 

library, that is during a balance to shares various regular info 

and yield systems.  Customer made code needs two 

fundamental limits, for starting the code , that consolidate 

amassing and linking with a program stub essential into an 

processable cycle program.  The gnu tool chain moreover 

includes with the IDE course. The Arduino ide convert the 

viable code into a record with encoding hexadecimal values 

that are stored into the Arduino board through  loader 

program. 

B. IFTTT 

IFTTT could be a free online support of structure chains of 

simple restrictive articulations, called applets.  An Applet is 

activated by changes that happen inside other web 

administrations like Gmail, Facebook, Message, Instagram, or 

pinterest. With the help of IFTTT stage you might be prepared 

to extend the abilities of the Speck One and different modules 

to a decent simplicity 

 

V.RESULT 
 
The IOT based LPG leakage Detection system will inform the 

person about the leakage detection and at the identical time it 

will actuate the servomotor to work the valve to prevent 

leakage.  
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          Figure 5. Message received in mail 

V. CONCLUSION 

IoT and Arduino based LPG spillage location framework is 

introduced different spots that highlights homes, inns, LPG 

Chamber stockpiling zones and so forth  The uncommon 

component of this venture is that the spillage of the LPG gas is 

chosen and shown over a site, in a split second and restorative 

move are made right away.  On the off chance that the measures 

are taken quickly and announced it will spare individuals from a 

blast. With the gas spillage discovery framework, it will identify 

poisonous gases.  Further, we may furthermore add Smoke and 

Fire Finders to distinguish fire when the hearth is started 
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